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nd2 Submission for the Cost Shifting Inquiry
Forewardi

Rockhampton City Council's to the Cost in 2002. 2002, the Council
participated in providing and to in the Local of Qld (LGAQ)

to the Inquiry.

Council has very in the Inquiry. Council has its of a number
(based on the At the Crossroads - Discussion Paper, February 2003) and the CMef Executive Officer the Inquiry in Noosa on
Tuesday 11 March 2003.

Council's will involve to the in the At the Crossroads - Discussion Paper, February 2003.
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Backgroimd:

is in the an in of 123,000
(12) the and In 2001 the for the 182,169

- the .2% per 1999 - 2000. is the
26,574 or 15%

has an of 59,410 as at 30 2002. There are (4)
that up the district. The growth to 2016 for and is as

AEEA

Rockhampton
Fteoy
Livingstone
Mount Morgan
TOTAL

2000

( 59,153
9,988
25,508
2,695
97,344

GROWTH

492
4,140
15,735
(679)
19,688

%

1
42
62
-25
20%

Whilst City is to little growth, it is however the for the and due to the close
proximity, infrastructure and are The regional role in Central

(CQ) is and in the to the The rate for the
(20% and the Fitzroy Division (20%) is at an level.
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The to has the to The that the
(FAGs) are not to for now and

is and to and its and or
is by or no capacity to pay.

When we the and on Qld over the last 10 years, we can see why a of
and previously by the how way to government jurisdiction. The

simple is and government executive powers. Over the last decade, Qld local has bombarded by the
following roles responsibilities

» Local Government Act 1993
« Planning Act
» Environmental Protection Act
• National Competition Policy
« Workplace and Safety
« Equal Employment
• Crime
• AAS27 -
•
• COAG and Act

It is due to and is
a an can to the -
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Ie it to in as a or
The CBD in has a in in and

to (as is the on the of
The for CCTV (50% but it is the to

and

This as the and has
or no or and this is is

the of a (1GA) on will
the of roles the This in turn in

bureaucracies.
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RESPONSES

QUESTIONS

of

1. Is a need for to *s

The and as are and of its with to and
Commonwealth is required. An Federal - - Local Government) be

which of government is for the various of government. This see the
however it could and seriously consider a of roles, and services level of

government has involvement with.

In e.g. Councils, for the and
to the community is to enjoy a foil of services.

2. Ae

Yes, it is a be to the A not
the

as
circumstances.
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J. Is a in to the

Yes, a can be the one not the and
are in to In ""smaller" a are

as by in for and
be

are Councils) of and is evident, particularly in
City and by the

Fitzroy Division any This "regional role" is in Council's to the

of Cost

¥. Is a ?

The Discussion Paper clearly the is to fill voids. Clearly the
on Councils has without revenue.

5. Are of successful to

to on are in lieu of
a In is to by

is very for the ""cost-shifting" by The the
is to the (over soy a 12-24 month period) is by and for

the by There are in as the Local Area Multicultural Programme
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6. the a to

in the be or the
in the in inquiry to The is '$wr it

the as

1. to in to as a of its by the

2. Governments in to to to the of any of its to in
of devolution its executive

3. to for is to
government

7. Ae to In

By

1. to the to for e.g. and
(as in the Qld Local Government Act 1993).

2. the of a GST to or via the
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3. to rate
the Award).

8. a tax in In

A tax has in of rapid and For be on the
value of the and its value) and the rate be Or the

valuations) distinct the will for a tax.

9. In what the certainty and predictability of financial with other of government be improved?

Again a key term of reference for this Inquiry involves "current funding arrangements for local government, including allocation of funding
from other levels of government". The more filtration mechanisms layers of government that are put in place the lesser funds will flow to
local

At the level to be the two (2) political policy
to the following:

1. to force being a (3) to
to for

2. be to e.g. ABRD ACRD
80's

3. to the of a of the GST to Local
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13. What is the to to —/or

the and the its are real or no
to the "zero-debt" has left

to to this be to or the
and are to to (as has an
for for and for

!¥. Jfow to be financed within the of budget neutrality?

Only and by the two (2) political parties, "Roads to Recovery*5 and
be in turn the relocation of no

is in A of GST be to and to the of deteriorating
infrastructure.

As a is not to and effective government. The Commonwealth
Government to the the FAGs to local government.

15. How the

apply to The
for



1ft Is a or the

Yes, are in for
to

11. Is to Jfte rtg
In lie of Councils?

Yes, any can the and
for

12. Would the FAGs a a formal om
If so, be

see to 11» Council FAGs.
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16. are the in

The its to

17. On Ae to a ofROCs of Australia
the of regional Councils as a key of service delivery?

Regional the ofROCs) with and unity local borne out of a to
focus, opportunities and and prompt the government to notice of "our industry" and not

merely one Council out of 125 (in Qld). The of successful cooperation is on local and mutual for
objectives. This is considered so critical any to or arbitrary is likely to succeed.
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for

If. are the in a to the

1. not be to The of and the
of all to is one worthy

2. The of local in and and
as it is currently to levels of

3. Police and security services are an in by voids. This
in many

do not have the in the to "absorb" the
as The (via the

notices), all the tax go if are by local

If. Js on If not,
be

is to the (3) of in the
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20. the be

are is The
and be for be to

to any

21. Ae 0jt a J/*£0> fff*^ «

The " capacity building" is as it a Local are to the of their
to

22. If to on effort?

This be in the Commonwealth, and at all.

2J. In return for an in the of

This be in the and at all.
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ON

Option la

an on FAGs
or all of the following

® a of the Commonwealth's policy
® to in GST

or GDP
• to the to
• of the to direct to needy

Councils
• on an effort, the

viability of Councils and
to efficiencies co-operation

and (including Councils where
appropriate)

• of on
revenue and in

® on

this is

a Local is in and
a the can the of

and financial and
a the

The of regional however
difficulty as the of successful Cooperation

(including of Councils) is on local
ownership and for the objectives. This is so critical that

to impose or arbitrary is unlikely to
succeed.

The is likely to be only if it
not on

government.
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FAGs a
and

This be the
of Option

Ic

Deliver FAGs through a of broad-banded
to local government in key national
as regional development, transport, environment etc.

This is

Option Id

FAGs to be as This is
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for
as the SES by DEST for

the

This is

Option,! f

Deliver FAGs the Roads to Recovery model. This is

Option 2

Include local in for the
Commonwealth-State specifically
consider:

» The financial viability of local government in
to its roles the

for
« The to

on
under Option 1).

As the third tier of government in Australia, Local Government
in all COAG related

negotiations.

This option to be simply a variation to the of
is providing the conditional

of Option la are
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Option
3

the and

» the on the
effective of local government's own

base
» practice in Council revenue-raising,

the of those Councils a
responsible innovative approach to revenue

with community capacity to
pay

» Examine the ongoing viability of smaller Councils
possible for alternative models of local government in
some

This is to in
and
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4

Conduct a
in to:

Fill the in and a
on the of the problem

Consider a wide of
infrastructure levies increased but cautious use of
borrowing

The objective of building and
is the not be a pre-

to as the of and Local
is the is the is

i.e. is not

It should be noted borrowing levies
normally be applied to Capital works, however the real for

lies in the periodic and preventative
programs.

As previously a of GST be
to to the of

5

to Recovery the in its
or as a of AusLink.

in its form.
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As a rule. Commonwealth-funded
involving local a or delivery

use of established regional of
Councils (or equivalent) than parallel bodies,
provided the ROCs have capacity.

Agreed.
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7

the
Council:

• an on and
for the and

the to local
as well as the of

» Regularly review in State-
Local government relations, particularly in relation to co-
operative service delivery.

in la

a is in
and

a the can effectively the
of local and

a 'best practice* is to prior
resolution of

Option 8

is a to a
to all SPP in

it has the AusLink
as a

This is the to the is
questioned.
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9

a 'top of FAGs 0.5%) to
the of UK and

(IDeA)

Give the for accrediting
Councils and of Councils wishing to

for the of Commonwealth programs.

This is not

ALGA (12 to

Council folly the In the ALGA (12 Febraary 2003) to Inquiry:

» The the of cost-shifting to The Productivity
be to to on the

« As a tax the the
disadvantaged.
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« A (IGA) on as a
and the Is

» to all the IGA. The act
to

« The are the of cost-shifting will no a
impact.

03 April 2003

Council's submission utilised the template developed by the Australian Local Government Association and this is formally acknowledged.
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